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Louis lion from Harold .eiaberg 
Frederick S. O'Sulliven testimony 

Here is 'lege 13 of the typescript of the testimony. It is in the 
pprinted version on 8H31. The third permererh, the eecond enewer, hee ben edited 
to allot mite ell but *he first two lines. 

This means that All reference to Ferris as s homosexuel has teen 
eliminated. 

Now it own be erguea this was none to protect Ferris. it was not am ne 
in ocher Cases in New Orleans. It was done by e.iebeler. lie also is responsible 
for teoee CmS9S where it wee not done, as iu tat., documents rel:ting to Bringuicr, 
where a ureter of red were ierntified by Bringuier as hoeosexuels. euch stuff is 
readily available. - neve a case in OWAALD 	".:E71 (1,UAN5, where I eliminated the 
identifications. 

"bowing se 1 do that Liebeler knew of f'errie's friendship with Arcache, 
that he hung aroend et 544, that tae '.:.IA had financed the :;uban revolutionery 
Council - !rid Liebeler did know all these things, for - hive tis acknowledgement 
on tape- I think it ne.ed not be concluded that be had only the hieneet of motive 
in the editing cf testimony. This is fortified by thorn other New ;'cleans testim-ey 
changes he made ace of which - beve keoeledge, where he unavrtoek to shelter perjury. 

I suggest mat yo, again think of the spiriting of Ailip out of 
Crleann lerish the night of Ferris's death. 

Gory end 	I asked Barry to get this for me. The original copy bee O'eullivsn's mess 
written on the bottom ( it is on a legal-sized sh-et) and xthe page of the cein-bd 
testimony with ehich it mincidee. Intersietingly enough, vith this identification, it le x 
not the copy that went to the GPO, for the elimination of the referred-to parts is 
not inaicetea. I had told Barry what page 1 wunte. and the knowledge came from word 
by word coeparisoa. un tug GF'n copy, toe change v. ould eepeor 
hendwritiee. I have sake. Barry to consult only the G170 copies. 
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